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COMPAS for 
Recidivism!

Propublica investigated the bias 
COMPAS exhibited against black 
people. 

https://www.propublica.org/article/m
achine-bias-risk-assessments-in-cri
minal-sentencing



Amazon algorithm 
for recruiting!

Amazon discovered that the algorithm 
for rating candidates for developer jobs 
was biased against women.

https://www.theguardian.com/technolo
gy/2018/oct/10/amazon-hiring-ai-gende
r-bias-recruiting-engine
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Health care risk 
management!

The algorithm used to allocate high 
risk health care was found to be 
biased against black people. It has 
been used for over 200 M patients. 

https://www.scientificamerican.com/a
rticle/racial-bias-found-in-a-major-he
alth-care-risk-algorithm/



Predictive Policing!

The algorithm used to predict 
regions with high probability of 
crime was found to be biased 
against black people. 

https://www.theverge.com/2021/12/6/22814
409/go-read-this-gizmodo-analysis-predpol
-software-disproportionate-algorithm



Amazon Prime

• Amazon one day delivery service 
was found to be biased against 
black neighborhoods across US. 

• Most stark examples are 
Roxbury in Boston, Bronx in NY, 
Congress Heights in DC.

• Amazon used the ZIP code to 
decide one day delivery, not the 
demographics. https://www.bloomberg.com/graphics/2016-amazon-same-day/



Facebook Ads

• Facebook algorithm for ads was 
found to be biased against 
women and minorities.

• Job ads for janitors and taxi 
drivers shown to minorities. 

• Ads for nurses and secretaries 
shown more to women. 

• Home sale jobs shown to white 
users, while rentals shown to 
minorities.

https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/04/05/1175/fa
cebook-algorithm-discriminates-ai-bias/



Google Ads

• Latanya Sweeney, a Harvard 
professor found out that Google 
Ads were biased against blacks.

• Searching black sounding names 
were 25% more likely to trigger 
ads for criminal records than 
names that sound white. 

https://www.bostonglobe.com/business/2013/02/06/har
vard-professor-spots-web-search-bias/PtOgSh1ivTZMfy

EGj00X4I/story.html



Face Detection

Facial detection systems were found 
to have largely different accuracies 
for different demographic groups. 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TWWsW1w-BVo


Face Detection

Every time they took a picture of 
each other smiling, a message 
flashed across the screen asking 
“Did someone blink?” 

They did not blink, they are Asian.



Google Photos!

• It mistakenly tagged Black 
people as gorillas. 

• Google fixed this problem by 
banning words like “Gorilla”, 
“Chimpanzee”, “monkeys” from 
Google photos. 

https://www.theverge.com/2018/1/12/16882408/googl
e-racist-gorillas-photo-recognition-algorithm-ai



Google Image 
Search

• Image search for specific jobs 
yielded results that were highly 
skewed against minorities. 

• Searching for CEO on Google 
found about 11% women in top 
100 results instead of 27%. 

https://www.fastcompany.com/3045295/the-hidde
n-gender-bias-in-google-image-search



Word Embeddings

• Word embeddings used to train 
NLP applications like chatbots 
and search engines was found to 
be sexist. 

• woman + king - man = queen

• woman + doctor - man = nurse

• programmer + woman - man = 
homemaker

https://towardsdatascience.com/gender-bias-word-embeddings-76d9806a0e17
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Sources of Bias: Case Studies

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1901.10002.pdf



Case Study 1: Student Support Programs

Goal: Improve graduation rates for students

Data: Student records from different school districts and states, National Student 
Clearinghouse data (which gives us information about college outcomes)

Analysis: Predict risk of not graduating on time

Actions: Assign after-school programs to most at-risk students

Constraints: Resources are available to target additional tutoring to 10% of students



Case Study 2: Loans

Goal: Provide loans while balancing repayment rates for bank loans

Data: Historical loans and payments, credit reporting data, background checks

Analysis: Build model to predict risk of not repaying on time

Actions: Deny loan or increase interest rate/penalties



Case Study 3: Disaster Relief

Goal: Accurately assess damage and send appropriate relief resources

Data: Twitter posts, facebook posts geocoded with lat-long within disaster area 
and keywords/hashtags related to the storm

Analysis: Intensity and type of damage by neighborhood

Actions: Assessment and allocate relief effort (type and amount)

Constraints: Limited resources for relief efforts



Case Study 4: 
Personality Detection

• Faception, an Israeli startup is 
selling a software that can 
classify personalities with 80% 
accuracy.

• US homeland security body 
purchased the software in 2016.

https://www.faception.com/



Case Study 5: 
Sexuality Detection

• A Stanford professor developed 
this facial recognition system.

• 75000 photos from online dating 
profiles of all white people. 

• 71% accuracy for women and 
81% for men. Claimed better 
than humans.

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/sep/07/new-artificial-inte
lligence-can-tell-whether-youre-gay-or-straight-from-a-photograph



Paper published 4 
days ago by 
Berkeley.

https://twitter.com/joshuacpeterson/
status/1517224918735147008
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“Since the dawn of time, any tool can be used for 
good or ill. Even a broom can be used to sweep the 

floor or hit someone over the head. The more 
powerful the tool, the greater the benefit or damage it 

can cause. While the world’s digital transformation 
holds great promise, the world has turned technology 

into both powerful tools and formidable weapons.” 

-Brad Smith 
President, Microsoft



Trustworthy ML / 
Responsible AI



Privacy

• Cloud photo storage company.

• Trained facial recognition 
software using the photos 
people uploaded.

• Sold it to surveillance agencies.

• Renamed itself to Paravision was 
called out by ACLU. 

• Raised $29M before 2020.

https://techcrunch.com/2020/08/24/ever-once-accused-of-building-fac
ial-recognition-tech-using-customer-data-shuts-down-consumer-app/



Ethics

• Builds computer vision software.

• In 2018, CEO Matt disclosed that 
Clarifai was selling software to 
Pentagon for autonomous 
weapons

• All due to whistleblowing by Liz 
—> Parity AI



Interpretability

• A bank uses an ML model to 
decide which customer’s loan 
request should be approved. 

• A customer who earnestly 
needed money asks why did 
their loan request not get 
approved? and what can they do 
in order to get it approved?



Robustness

• An image recognition model 
correctly recognized a pig. 

• Upon addition of random noise, 
the ML model now thinks, it is an 
airplane! What do you think?



Trustworthy ML / 
Responsible AI

We will focus on fairness
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How do we 
develop ML 
systems that 
help make 
decisions leading 
to 
fair and equitable 
outcomes?



Fairness Definitions





Incompatibility Between Fairness 
Definitions



Does that mean we 
cannot achieve 
fairness in ML 

models?



In different 
situations, the 

appropriate 
definition varies!



Fairness Tree

https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/Fairne
ss_tutorial_slides_ic2s2_2021_version.pdf



Techniques for Bias Mitigation

• Pre-processing: Resampling rows of the data, reweighting rows of the data, 
flipping the class labels across groups, and omitting sensitive variables or 
proxies

• In-processing: Modify the loss function to account for fairness constraints. 

• Post-processing: Adjust the outputs of the model to abide by fairness criteria. 
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Facebook Ads

• Facebook gave in to the allegations and agreed to take steps:

• Advertisers cannot target ads based on users’ age, gender, race, or zip 
code, and other membership categories.

• Require all advertisers to certify compliance with anti-discrimination laws.

• Meet with ACLU members every 6 months for 3 years to enable them to 
monitor the reforms Facebook is undertaking. 

https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/03/20/1225/facebook-is-going-to-stop-letting-advertisers-target-by-race-gender-or-age/



IBM abandons facial recognition

• In the aftermath of killing of George Floyd, IBM decided to abandon its facial 
recognition for surveillance and profiling

• IBM recognized that its software is biased and hence a hindrance in fight 
against racism. 

• We might not have technological solutions 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-52978191



Education

• Many top tech companies have 
made guidelines for Responsible 
AI practices.

• These are prescribed to the AI 
teams and their engineers

• These practices are (hopefully) 
utilized when developing their 
current and future products. 



Inclusive Datasets

• In 2018, Google organized the 
inclusive dataset competition. 

• They released a 500K image 
dataset that had datapoints 
across the world. 





Linkedin Ranking

• Linkedin used fairness 
constraints to rank candidates.

• Online A/B testing resulted in 
three-fold increase in fairness 
metrics while not affecting the 
business metrics. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZRhe-zG15j0&t=5


Google Dermatology

• Google released an app for 
detecting skin diseases in 2021

• They made every effort to collect 
diverse skin types. 

• Even then only 3.5% of the data 
had skin type Ⅴ and 0% of skin 
type Ⅵ (the dark skin types).

https://www.forbes.com/sites/robertglatter/2021/05/21/goog
le-announces-new-ai-app-to-diagnose-skin-conditions/





Regulations

• EU has been championing the 
law landscape of AI regulation

• GDPR enacted in 2018 requires 
companies to ask consent for 
use of personal data and several 
other regulations. 

• US has regulations on equal 
credit, housing, and job 
opportunities. But has lot of 
loopholes. It’s catching up!



A ton of recourses are a Google Search Away!

Resources



Courses in Fairness in ML

Berkeley CS 294:

Fairness in machine learning

Princeton COS 597E:  

Fairness in machine learning

Washington CSE 599: Foundations of 

Fairness in Machine Learning

https://fairmlclass.github.io/
https://fairmlclass.github.io/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit?usp=sharing
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse599m/22wi/
https://courses.cs.washington.edu/courses/cse599m/22wi/


● https://adabhishekdabas.medium.com/algorithmic-bias-in-real-world-
b98808e01586

● https://research.aimultiple.com/ai-bias/

● https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ
-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit

● https://twitter.com/kkenthapadi/status/1131320986303729664

● https://fairmlbook.org/pdf/fairmlbook.pdf

● https://www.kamishima.net/archive/faml.pdf

● https://dssg.github.io/fairness_tutorial/Fairness_tutorial_slides_ic2s2_2
021_version.pdf

https://adabhishekdabas.medium.com/algorithmic-bias-in-real-world-b98808e01586
https://adabhishekdabas.medium.com/algorithmic-bias-in-real-world-b98808e01586
https://research.aimultiple.com/ai-bias/
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1XnbJXELA0L3CX41MxySdPsZ-HNECxPtAw4-kZRc7OPI/edit
https://twitter.com/kkenthapadi/status/1131320986303729664
https://fairmlbook.org/pdf/fairmlbook.pdf
https://www.kamishima.net/archive/faml.pdf

